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Methods in Studying the Biblical Text Today
JOHN REUMANN

1heran

This arlicle s"bstanlialby rep,ese111s
a
,Pape, originally read al a series of conferences 011 hermene111ics s,Po11so,edby the Di11isio11 of Theological Sludies of lhe Lt,1heran
Co,mcil in lhe U.S. A. m 1968 and ttt II conference i11 Atulin,
]11nt1ary 1969, sponsored by 1he L1'1heran Instil1'le for Religious
S1udies. The au1hor is ,Professor al 1hs LuTheological Seminary in Philadelphia,

Pa.

rich variety of methods exists today
for studying Scripture - text criticism, philology, literary criticism; source,
form, and redaction criticism, Reli.gionsgeschichte, and a host of other "Geschichten" 1 - so that the Bible is probably the
world's most closely and minutely studied
book. But how can all these techniques be
put together into a method, in the classical
sense of meth' hodos, a "way" "after" something, a way for getting from one point to
another, from the text to the practical goal
that concerns us here, proclaiming or communicating the text today?
It is the purpose of the art and science
of hermeneutics to provide for that movement from the text to preaching. Yet
Manfred Mezger could ask in 1959: "Who
has mapped out the route?" He went on:
"The number of books and articles worth
mentioning which today provide basic as
well as practical instruction for the route

A

1 Por the various technical terms and the
rise of various areas in modem Biblical st11dy,
see the companion paper by Edgar Krentz, "A
Survey of Trends and Problems in Biblical
Interpretation," CoNCORDIA THBOLOGICAL
MON'DILY, XL (May 1969), 276-93. This
paper was required readiq for those attending
the conferences on hermeneutics sponsored by
the Lutheran Council in the U.S. A.

Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1969

from scripture to preaching is so small
that one can count them on the fingers of
both hands." 2 The 19th century produced
a number of
hermeneutical manuals, but
Tex.,
most of those current in English today are
in many ways antiquated or rigidly Fundamentalist, of a Bible school level, and often
Calvinist in outlook.3 There has been a gap
2

"Preparation for Preaching-The Route
from Exegesis to Proclamation," in Rudolf
Bultmann et al., Translating Theo/017 into th•
Modem Age, Vol. II of Journal for Theo/017
and. th• Church (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1965) • p. 159. Mezger excludes from his
remarks such worked-over areas as the history of
preaching, the doarine of preaching, and collections of sermons. It is the route from ten u,
preaching that is "a unique no man's land"
(p. 160).
3 Among d1ese can be mentioned Milton S.
Terry, Biblical Hermene111ics (New York: Phillips & Hunt, 1883); Bemard Ramm, Pt0l1Sllffll

Biblieal I111erpr,1a1ion: A Tutbool, on H,rm,ne11tics for Cons•N1alit11 Prolesl11nls (Boston:
W. A. Wilde, 1950, rev. ed. 1956; complete
new rev. ed., Grand Rapids: Baker Book House);
Robert Traina, ldethodietll Biblit:dl S111tl1 (New
York: Biblical Seminary, 1952); H. E. Dana
and R. E. Glaze Jr., 1111,rf>reling the N•w Tul11m1nt (Nashville: Broadman, 1961, revision
of Se11rchi11g th, Scrip111,,s); Irving L Jeoxn,
Ind,p,m/•111 Bihl, St11tl,: A c;,,;,J, to P,rso,,tll
S1na1 of th, Scrip111,es (Chicago: Moody, 1963);
Fred L Fisher, How lo lnt,rf)ret th, N1t11 T11t11m1nt (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1966). Reflecting the Calvinist heritage: L Berkhof, Principlos of Bibliul In11rt,r11a1itm (Gnod Rapids:
Baker, 19,0): A. Berkeley Mickelson, Principl,s
for In11,pr,1ing 1b, Bibi, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1963) : E. C. Blackman, Bibliul lfll,r/>rlllllion (Philadelphia: Westminster, 19,7);
Howard M. Kuist, Th111 Words II/HJfl Th, Hltlrl
(Richmond: John Knox, 1947); Marcus Barth,
Co11t11rs-6i011 fllilh u,, Bibi, (New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1964). Needless u, •J,
some volumes rep.resent both a Puodament:alistic
and a Calvinistic approach, some reflect U>Uches
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in interest in hermeneutics, down to the
last decade when the "new hermeneutic"
of libemlism; all these volumes have some helpful advice, but none of them appears to me
satisfactory for explaining the path of exegesis
for today. Though limited to one pan of d1e
New Testament, R. C. Briggs, l11ter(Jrelin
g
ths
Gospels: A11 l111rod11etio11, to Methods and l sm es
in
Stut/.,J of the s,noptie Gospels (Nashville:
Abingdon, 1969) • is helpful.
Additional tides are listed by James M. Robinson in The Ne,11 Her111ene11tie (Ne,11
Theolog1,
Prontiers in
II; New York: Harper & Row,
1964). p. IS, note 41. On pp. 17 f., the statement is well substantiated that between 1720
and the late 19th century books on hermeneutics appeared regularly; then a dearth set in.
Robinson also surveys the literature in German;
it is noteworthy that the second edition of the
standard German reference work, Die Religio11
in Geschichle tmd
( 1927-31) ,
touched on hermeneutics only under "Explanation of the Bible," whereas the third edition includes a separate ueatment by Gerhard Ebeling,
which runs IS columns, plus S more of bibliography (III [19:59], cols. 242-62).
To Robinson's discussion on Roman Catholic
approaches to hermeneutics ain now be added
Rene Marie, lmrotl11clion to Hermene11tics (New
York: Herder & Herder, 1967), and the excellent survey, "Hermeneutics," by Raymond E.
Brown, S. S., in The Jeromo Bibliul Co,n111enl11rJ (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1968),
pp. 60:5-23, plus the articles in P.xegise el
Thlologie:
1hlologiq11e,
Les Sllintes
ed.
Scri111res el le11r
1Wlt11tion
G. Thils and R. E.
Brown (Bibliotbeu P.pbemMitl•m Tbeologiurum Ltw11niensillm, XXVI; Donum Natalicium Iosepho Coppens, Vol. 3; Gembloux: Duculot, and Paris: Lethielleux, 1968), with a
superb bibliography, pp. 282-31:5.
Among the most recent German Protestant
treatments arc Ernst Fuchs, M11rlmrger Hermennti/, (Hn-mtme111iscbe Unters11chNngm
Tbeologu, zur
IX; Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul
Siebeck], 1968) - not to be confused with his
earlier Herffl4M#Ji/, (Bad Cannstatt: Miillerschon Verlag, 19S4); and the appendix on
''What Does Preachins Have to Do with the
Ten?" in Eberhard Jiin&el's volume of sermons,
Pntligln (Munich: Chr. Kaiser, 1968), pp.
126-43. In my own opinion, the most sigDific:ut volume for the averase preacher is Kutt
Pa Bil,Jiscb• Hn,nn,nli/, sw Scbn/t.,uPntligl tnNl Ut11nrieh1 (Munich:

1.,.:., ;,,
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took up the problem as an outgrowth of
Bultmann's work.4 New insights from
language analysis, existentialism, and advanced techniques of Biblical criticism
have been brought to bear, but one must
question whether the new hermeneutic,
with its elaborate jargon, has gotten
through to many pastors or produced widespread and positive results as yet in parish
preaching.
Rather than attempt to analyze and conBate the various books available today and
their approaches on how to interpret the
Old or New Testament-Berkhof, Traina
of Biblical Seminary, Howard Kuist,
BerkeleyGegenwarl
Mickelson, Ernst Fuchs, or even
Kurt Fror, let alone Markus Barth's "twenty
technical and spiritual steps to exegesis,"
which grow out of his "conversation with
the Bible" G- we shall turn to three recent
efforts by church groups to speak in this
area of hermeneutics.
1. On the Roman Catholic side there
is the encyclical of Pius XII, issued in
1943, Di11ino Afflante Spirit111 and the
Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelainter-

Kaiser, 1961) , an edition of which has been
printed '\\•ith supplementary material by H.
Halbfas and K. H. Schelkle for Roman Catholic
use in Germany under the tide Wege sur
Schri/tm,slegung (Diisseldorf: Patmos-Verlag,
196:5).
4 On the "new hermeneutic," cf. the discussion in Krentz's paper (cited above, note 1),
J. M. Robinson, The New Hermnelllie (cited
above, note 3) , and Carl E. Braaten, Hislor, 11ntl
Hermene11ties (New Directions in Theolon Todti'J, II; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1966); pp.
130-:59, for example; also Gunther Stachel,
Du NeNe Hermene111i/,: l!in Oberbliei (Munich: Kosel-Verlag, 1967).
G For details on titles, sec note 3 above,
Barth's list, often of quite specific, commonsense suggestions, grows out of his work as a
seminary teacher; pp. 201-311 of his book ezpound many of the sqgestioos.
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tion, promulgated on Nov. 18, 1965, during the final session of Vatican II.6 Di.vino
Afflante Spiritie, the work particularly of
Cardinal Bea, has rightly been called "the
liberating encyclical'' for Roman Catholics;
it opened the way to new, critical study of
the Bible in the Church of Rome and generated many of the influences felt at Vatican II. This encyclical cautiously endorsed
many of the methods developed in chieB.y
G The translation of Divi110 A.61111110 Spi,i111
js conveniendy accessible in, among other places,
Romo andthe S111a, of Scripl11rt1 (St. Meforad,
Ind.: Grail Publications, 7th ed., 1962), pp.
80-107, and the Constitution on Revelation in
Tho Docmmmls of V11tica11, 11, ed. Walter M.
Abbott, S. J. (New York: Guild Press and Association Press, 1966), pp. 107-32. Especially
to be noted for our interests here is the statement in de Reuelalio1101 § 19 (p. 124 in the
edition cited): "The sacred authors "'rote the
four Gospels, selecting some things from the
many which had been handed on by "'ord of
mouth or in writing, reducing some of them to a
synthesis, explicating some d1ings in view of the
situation of their churches, and preserving the
form of proclamation but al"'ays in such fashion
that they told us the honest truth about Jesus."
In this statement form criticism, source analysis,
and redaction criticism seem to be g iven each
its due. Among the many recent surveys on
Roman Qitholic Biblical work and examples of
it, the following titles are representative example.s, helpful for orientation in the area: J. L
McKenzie, S. J., "Problems of Hermeneutia in
Roman Catholic Exegesis," Journ,,l of Bibliul
LittJr11lt1re, LXXVII (19S8), 197-204; B. C.
Buder, "Roman Catholic Biblical Scholarship,"
Tht1 Expository Tim.es, LXXVII ( 1960-61),
113-14; John M. T. Barton, "Roman Catholic
Biblical Scholarship, 1939-60," Th•olog'J,
LXIII (1960), 101-109; C. Umhau Wolf,
"Recent Roman Catholic Bible Study and Translation," Jot1""1l of Bibi. 11ntl R•ligion, XXIX
( 1961), 280-89; E. B. Koenla:r, 'The New
R.ole of the Scriptures in Roman Catholicism,"
LN1h,rtm Q1111r1erl,1 X (19S8), 248-S4; Luis
Alonso-Schokel, U,uursllltllli111 Bibliul R•s,11rch (New York: Herder & Herder, 1963);
and Augustin Cardinal Bea, Th• Sl,u/,J of th•
S1nop1ie Gosp,ls: N•w AfJP,OlldJ•s IIIUl 0111loois (New York: Harper 8' llow, 196S).
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Protestant, especially German, Biblical
study over the previous century and roused
fresh interest in letting the text speak for
itself. The Consticution on Revelation and
discussion over its meaning show how the
effects of such study and methods are increasingly being felt in Catholic circles.
2. The "Oxford Report" of a World
Council of Churches' task force, produced
in 1949 to provide a basis for ecumenical
use of the Bible by Christians of varied
confessions to let it speak to soci:il and
political questions, appeared next,1 though
its contents refiect ideas long at work in
Protestant circles. The assemblage at Wadham College, Oxford, which produced the
report, can be criticized for not spelling
out all the presuppositions involved (e.g.,
in the view of what Scripture is) and for
the limited character of its panicipants;
yet it has with justice been termed "the
lirst time in Christian history that a group
of Christians, in an ecumenical setting,
representing as they did various points of
view and geographical backgrounds, attempted to put on paper the area of their
agreement in the difficult field of biblical
hermeneutics." 8 The five steps in this re7 Reprinted in Bibliul At1lho,u, for T°""1,
A World Council of Churches Symposium on
'The Biblical Authority for the Churches' Social and Political Message Today," ed. A. Richardson and W. Schweitzer (Philadelphia: Westminster, 19S 1), pp. 240-46. Also available in
In1e,p,,1111ion, III ( 1949), 4S6 f. Por subsequent work on hermeneutics by the World
Council's Commission on Paith and Order, d.
Netll DirtJelio11s in Ptdlh ,uuJ Orthr, BmlOl
1967: R,po,1s-ltfi11ttltJs-Dou,,,,.,,,s (Pllilh
11nd Orth, PIIJ)tJr No. jO; Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1968), pp. 32--41, 59; also
ieprinted in P-1,
Ortl•r Sl""#S 1964--67
(Geneva: World Council of Chwcbes. 1968).
8 G. Ernest Wrishr, in lfllffllNIMin, m
( 1949) I 456. The CODfemlCe (an be criticized

••tl
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port on historical interpretation of a specific passage show agreement at many
points with those accepted by Di11i11,o
Af/lante S,pu-itze. Evidence of a growing
consensus is the fact that these steps are
cited in a third document on hermeneutics,
this time from Lutheran auspices.
3. "A Lutheran Stance Toward Contemporary Biblical Studies," a report by the
Commission on TI1eology and Church Relations of The Lutheran Church - :Missouri Synod, appeared in 1966.0 Here the
same five steps appear ( though with technical terms like Sitz im, Leben and Form.geschichte omitted) , plus clear theological
presuppositions and a statement on methodological controls.
It is, I think, possible to speak of some
son of broad consensus in these documents
for limited participation since 8 of me 18 present were from me British Isles, me gene.ml complexion of the group being Anglo-Saxon in
meologjcal outlook. There were no Bultmannites, no Roman Catholics, and no parish pastors. Previous study conferences, on which this
report built, are not specifically mentioned, and
while there is firm emphasis on "me unique
position of the Bible," nothing is spelled out
on such classic topics as "inspi.ration." The
stress on H•ilsgeschicht• in the report was
criticized from the standpoint of liberalism by C. C. McCown in a mimeographed response entitled, "Ecumeniciry and Bibical Interpretation," distributed by the World Council of Churches Study Department ( October
1952). It can also be claimed that the specific purpose of the Oxford Conference, to apply Scripture to social and political problems,
might lead to interestS that di1fer from mose
of an exegete who looks to preaching or teaching as his goal.
o Available from the Commission on Theology and Chwch Relations, 210 N. Broadway,
St.Louis, Mo. 63102, as is also a mimeographed
statement on "Answers to Questions Raised Resardins the Document . . ." adopted by the
CMlllJission Sept. 28, 1967 (Exhibit lOC
[9-67]).

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol40/iss1/63

and in many of the individual books today
on Biblical interpretation.10 Even conservative Protestantism, as represented in a recent book by G. E. Ladd of Fuller Seminary,
would identify with most of these five
steps.11 The differences seem to come in
the degree of rigor with which methods are
applied and the theological assumptions
involved. One can begin to speak of some
sore of "agreed methodology," combining
many of the widely practiced methods, as
necessary for getting at the meaning of the
text. In the light of this widespread agreement, how shall we structure a methodology, a route from text to preaching?

I
Obviously more d1an one approach is
possible. We might, for example, picture
n procession of witnesses through the ages,
stretching from the text to us. We are not
the first to have preached on a given text
or to have wrestled with it. There has
been a series of proclamations based on it,
a sequence of interpretations. We always
stand on the shoulders of others; and
others will use this text after us - and, we
hope, see even more of its meaning, as
10 The Catholic scholar Jean Danie{ou has,
for example, spoken approvingly of the Oxford
Report, and James Wood, The I111erpr•ldlitm of
lhe Bible: A Hislorical 1111,oduclion (London:
Duckworth, 1958), pp. 168 f., points out parallels between it and the 1943 encyclical: common emphases on (1) text criticism, (2) literary form, and ( 3) historical situation; ( 4) the
meaning intended by the author, the literal
sense, is to be stressed; and ( 5 ) the two tesUI•
ments are seen in relation to each other.
11 The NtJUJ T•sldmml .,,J Ctilicism (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967). There are chapren
on text, linguistic, literary, form, historical, and
history-of-religions criticism, thoush none on
R•tl-alionsg•sehiehl•.
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Luther liked to say in bis sermons.12 Indeed, the text was in some cases originally
a proclamation itself in Biblical times.13
And so in using it, we stand in the ongoing
sequence of its history of proclamation.
That is why, I take it, good commentaries
have always told us what an Augustine or
Aquinas or Luther or Calvin did with a
text and why there is renewed interest currently in the history of exegesis.14 There

659

is, in short, a Verkiindig1mgsgeschich1e,1s
or history of proclamation, for a passage,
with ourselves among the witnesses proclaiming what a text says.

I choose, however, another manner of
describing our situation and method: appropriately for a paper delivered originally
in St. Louis, the figure of an arch, a hermeneutical arch stretching from the text
we want to interpret to the preaching we
seek today. Our cpncern is with the steps,
12 "Luther has concluded sermons with the
the method for handling the text for
observation that he has not succeeded in coming preaching purposes, and so we shall include
to g rips with this text, indeed, that he has only
just enough by way of suggestion on the
partially understood iL Often we hear him say:
"We will hear more of this at another time. May
"preaching" side of the arch to give form
God g rant d1at others after me do better.""
co it, without fully expounding these asM. M ezger ( as cited in note 2) p. 168.
pects of the arch process.18
13 Ibid., p. 164: "Our texts themselves originated as sermonic materials. They once w,re
Actually, one could speak of a series of
preaching, they a,e preaching; essentially, therefore, they can again 'become' preaching today.'' arches; for the right-hand side, denoting
H Note such series as Beilriige
chl
de,zur Ge- Bxege the concern today in employing the teXt,
sc
hi t1
Biblischt1n
se, ed. O. Cull- might involve teaching in a seminary semimaon, E. Kasemann, and others (Tiibingen: J.
nar or inner-city catechetical class or use of
C . . B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1955- ) , the
the Bible in pastoral care as well as homivolumes to date taking up the history of exegesis
of such passages as 1 Cor. 6:1-11, Rev. 12, John letically.17 In such cases the steps on the
1

chungen

2:1-11, Luke 10:25-37, Acts 10, the temptation
of Jesus, and Moses; or He,meneulische
Theologie,
Unlers11
z,,r
ed. G. Ebeling, E.
Fuchs, and M. Mezger (Tiibiogen: J. C. B.
Mohr [Paul Siebeck] ) . A srudy of the history
of interpretation of John 13 has appeared in the
series Biblischt1 Unlersuchungen, I, by Georg
Richter, Die Pussw11sch11,ng im Johannes111angt1li•m: Geschicht• ih,er Det1l#ng (Regensburg:
Pustet, 1967) and similar srudies might be
added in French and in patristic series. In
Bmel Studies of Theolog1 have appeared ( 1)
Tht1 Hermen1111,1ks of Philo 11ml Hebrews, by
Sidney G. Sowers ( 1965), and (2) Th• Herm11neNlie of Br111n1:1s, by John William Aldridge
(1966) (Richmond: John Knox). In Eqlish
it may be noted that a section of the 1967
session of the Society of Biblical Literature was
devoted to the work of certain American scholars important in the history of exegesis, one of
these, by Robert M. Grant, "American New
Tescament Study, 1926--1956," being published in the ]ollffllll of Bibliul Lberi1111re,

LXXXVII (1968), 42-50.

Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1969

1G The term has been effectively employed
by Willi Marxsen in his ln1rotl11elion lo 1h•
Ne,u Test11men1 (Philadelphia: Poruess, 1968),
where the aim is not to survey exhaustively all
the possible theories on each New Testament
document but to choose one so that the book
can be treated cxegetically, as proclamation, in a
specific early Christian situation.
10 See the chart on p. 660. On the background of my use of the arch as an appropriate
figure, see the literature dted in note 20.
17 It would take us mo far afield to list
and try to characterize much of the literature
that has been produced on use of the Bible in
teaching, counseling, personal devotional study,
etc. It is obvious, however, depth
that the
and
intricacy of study methods will vary with the
purpose involved. It is one thing to treat Scripture £or exposins its licenry values in a public
school course - cf. 0• Tt1111UJi11g lh• Bible -,
LiltJ,11111,•: A Gtnll• lo S•leetetl Bibliul N.,_
,,.,;,,. for Seeon"-, Schools, by James S. Acker-
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·
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HistorkaJ, Biblial, and Theological
cannot, of course, be completely separated; textual decisions, e.g., may involve
theolo&ial factors.
M,qo, ,,.,, in the left side of the arch are given in capital letters. However, dJe sequence of steps may vary from t~ to text (e.g.,
Jitenry before historical): not all steps may be applicable to eyery verse; one must often be doing several steps at once, and may
have to rceumine earlier findinss
light ia
of later oDCL
Cit 1""1 will .require special bandlias not only with regard to Tradition History down to the Israelite author iavolvcd, but also with
.reprd to Jara NT use of the text ( "OT and Christian theology").
In the S,-o,1iu one will have to deal (moving backwards chronologially) with (1) dJe cvanselist's meaning in context; (2) use
.in the source(1); (3) oral usase: and (4) use by Jesus. In the q is1l11: 9 (1) meaning in present (edited) context; (2) Pau1'1
an maoiq and chat of-his hcarcn; (3) meaning of pre-Pauline material(1) •
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right would differ from those given for
preaching, and in all honesty I would have
to say that those of the left, the steps in
interpreting the text, might vary a bit too,
at least with regard to the intensity with
which they are applied. For what we stress
in handling a text has some connection
with the purpose for which we seek to
employ it.18 I have used homiletics as the
example here, and I share with you an outline developed in teaching with several
colleagues at the Lutheran Theological
Seminary, Philadelphia.10 Anyone is at
liberty, of course, to insert other steps on
the right or left or rearrange the steps as
de,
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desired. We shall assume that the goal of
our method is communication of the message of a text through preaching.
This whole way of looking at the text
via an arch owes a great deal to a number
of theologians, notably Gerhard Ebeling
and Heinrich Ott.20 Some of the terms
stem from a. handbook for studenrs by Otto
Kaiser and W. G. Kiimmel21 The ap20 G. Ebeling, l!ro,tl """ Paith (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1963) , especially "Word of God
and Hermeneutics," pp. 305-32 (reprinted as
"Word of God and Hermeneutic," in Th•m
c Nttw
ze
Her11 111i [cited above, note 3], pp. 78ll0) , and Ebeling's theses, pp. 424-36; also

Ki,cheng•sc/J
icl,1e
fl

als Gescbi
eiligen
chl• tl11,
Scb,i/ten
Auskg1111g

(Tiibingen: J. C. B.
Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1947), translated in Th•
Word of God •ntl T.,.rJition (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1968), pp. ll-31. Heinrich On,
"What Is Systematic Theology?" in Thtt LIiier

m:mn, with Jane Stouder Hawley (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1967) and another to concentrate on its values for
counseling. But some similar study methods Heidegg11, ,,,,d Theology (Nftll Pronlittrs
;,.
ought to be involved in all cases even ifTheoloi,,
the
I, ed. J.M. Robinson and J.B. Cobb
level of application varies. For what it is worth, Jr.; New York: Harper & Row, 1963), pp.
I record my impressions that far more has been 77-ll l; note esp. pp. 79 ff.: "A single arch
done on educational than on pastoral use of the stretches from the Biblical rexts to the conBible, and that in the realm of religious ed- temporary preaching of the church. It is the
ucation German scholarship has done a better arch of the kerygma and of the underswidiog of
job of relating new critical methods to instruc- the kerygma" (p. 79); the witness must be
tion of young people. While we have books that trans-lated, trans-ferred from the one shore or
seek to equip teachers in this area in English side of the arch to the other (p. 80). It is a
(cf. Clifford M. Jones, Th• Bible Tod•1: Par continuous, unified movement, combinins exeWho Tt!•ch 11 [Philadelphia:
Those
gerical, Fortress,
systematic, and pmaical theology. The
1964], for example) , I know of nothing quite arch is not to be confused with the "hermeneutilike Hans Stock, S111dien za, lftulegung d•r cal circle" (where the interpreter and the tezt
s1nop1isch•n 1!11•ngelie11 im U11t•rricb1 (Giiters- stand in a reciprocal relationship- on which
loh: Bertelsmann, 1959), or the series edited by see below, p. 669), though Ott sees the tw0 figStock and others (most of whom have done ures as related (pp. 83 f.) . Ott further develops
dissertations in Biblical studies), H•ntlbiJchern the idea in Thttolog, ,wJ Pr,ttching (Philadelf•r tl•n ReUgionsMnle"ichl (Giitersloher Ver- phia: Westminster, 1965), pp.1811.: here, it is
lagshaus Gerd Mohn, 1965- ) •
stated, exegetical, dogmatic, and pn.ctical theology "form at bottom one sole co!1ti!1uum ~f
18 As Mezger puts it, "Preachins reminds
exegesis of its consequences" (as cited above, reflection which stretches from the Bibbcal tesamonies to the Church's preaching mission," and
note 2), p. 161.
church hismry is termed "an indispensable
10 In particular, this version with Professor
auxiliary to all three," presentins itself as the
Harold Albert in 1967-68 but dependent oo
history of exegesis, of dogma, and of Gospel
earlier suggestions and work by colleagues in proclamation (p. 18). There is .a summary of
Old Testament, Robert E. Bornemann and Poster
the position in C. E. Bruten, Hu10,, """ HttrR. McCurley Jr., and by Dr. Albert and Pro- ,u11olllics (cited above, note 4), pp.140--44.
fessor Gerhard Krodel in an interdepartmental
21 Ono Kaiser and W. G. Kiimmel, &.course, "Prom Exegesis to Preachins." T~e -~
Mahod.: if Sltlllnl's Hnlll,ool,, uaas.
ticular formulation here is my responubility,
B. V. N. Goetchius (New York: Sea&w,,

8.,u

however.
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preach assumes, further, a number of
things. One such assumption is the importance of the Scriptural text so that, for an
interpreter like J. A. Bengel, no labor is
too great to get at what Scripture means in order that we can speak God's Word today.22 Another assumption is the steps
widely followed in the Oxford Report and
elsewhere. It assumes also that these steps
can and ought to be put together in some
sort of meaningful sequence - though
I certainly would not protest if someone
wanted to take up, e.g., the literary before
the historical aspects of a text or make
other changes.
Above all, two things need to be pointed
out.
1. This way of looking at the process,

as an arch, suggests that church history,
the inrervening centuries of doctrine, life,
and thought between the New Testament
and us, is of considerable importance in
moving from the text to its proclamation
today. It can be claimed, of course, that all
one needs is the Greek New Testament in
1967). This booklet is 110 ideal solution but at
least provides some help through the jungle of
method. Presumably German smdents face a
similar bewilderment that preachers in this
country do, for they requested such a study
guide. Unfortunately the styles of the chapters
011 the Old and the New Testaments aie not
coordinated as carefully as they might be, terms
vary, and it is always a problem trying to show
how an exegete does his work with Gnmtm reference works and commentaries in a book intended now for Bnglish-speaking users. even
though many of the reference works are now
available in EDSlish,
22 Ben&el's advice and comments are often
still quite pertinent, combinins pietism and
scholarship. Cf. Eduard Haller, "On the Interpretative Task," lnu,p,ahdion, XX1 ( 1967),
158-66, where steps for exegesis are given (pp.
164-66) and Bensel's own words 011 the health
of the church and Scripture (p.166).
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one hand and today's New York Times in
the other; or, again, that exegesis is concerned with "what it meant" back there
then, whereas there is some separate discipline or treatment for "what it means"
in the church today.23 While I have profound sympathy for what these dicta are
trying to say, I am even more impressed
by Ebeling's suggestion that church history
can be regarded as a history of how the
texts of the Bible - and ultimately the
Gospel- have been understood or misunderstood and how we stand separated by
centuries of thought, life, doctrine, and
liturgy, which not only color but al~o may
confuse or enrich our interpretation.2-1
I have furthermore specifically committed
myself above, at least to a degree, to the
proposition that the purpose of one's exegesis will shape the work and that the
stance of the exegete is of some importwe ought to go to Scripture without preju23 The latter distinction is stressed by Krister Stendahl in "Biblical Theology, Contemporary," In1e,p,e1er's Dictionar, of Iha Bibh
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1962), I, 418-32, and
in his essay in Tha Bibh in Modern Scholtwship:
Papersal Iha
100th Maeling of Iha SoRead
cie11 of Biblical Lite,111u,a ••• 1964, ed. J. P.
Hyatt (New York: Abingdon, 1966), with a
response by Avery Dulles, S. J. Legitimate as
such a "division of labor" is in a theological
faculty, one fears that Biblical scholars have
sometimes stood aloof from necessary theological and pastoral involvement.
H See the tides cited above, note 20. Jaroslav Pelikan endorses the view in Lu1hn's
1h11 BJci,onWorks, Comp11nion
10,, In1,oduc1ion lo 1h11 Raformn's Bxagaliul
Wmings (St. Louis: Concordia, 1959), p. 5:
'The history of theology is the record of how
the church has interpreted the Scriptures." Ebeling, it should be noted however, works with a
quite broad understanding of what constitutes
"exposition": preaching, teaching, but also
deeds, suffering, cult, prayer, organization.
church politics. etc.
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dices, but certainly we will have presuppositions 21i and, I hope, certain commitments. Of that, more later. All this is to
say, it is a matter of more than just "the
text" (an object) and an objective computer labeled "tabttla f'asti' in exegesis.
2. That brings us to the other point.
I assume that broader concerns of Biblical
theology and even of confessional and systematic theology will enter in during the
process of moving from a particular text to
its proclamation today.20 I have accordingly structured these items near the top
left of the arch, but in all honesty we must
constantly ask to what degree they do and should - enter in already in the steps
of the historical method.
We can now, against this background,
note rapidly some steps involved- I suggest five of them - in the historicalgrammatical approach to Scripture, the
methods on which there is such consensus.
1. Text and T,anslation.. I assume that
everyone agrees on the need to recover the
oldest text that the manuscript evidence
permits and then on the necessity of putting this into a meaningful vernacular
2G Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, "Is Exegesis Without Presuppositions Possible?" in Exisl•nc• 11111l
P11ilh: Sho,t•r Writings of Rllllol/ Bt1llmlffln,
trans. Schubert M. Ogden (New York: Meridian
Books, 1960), pp. 289-96.
20 Cf. Mezger's remarks: "In preparation for
preaching, every problem which asicates theology
can, strictly speaking, become actual.••• Preaching does encompass the whole spectrum: lish
church
history and doctrine, Old and New Testament
studies, faith as well as conduct, worship • • •
instruction •••" ere. (as cited in note 2), p.
162. Such theological problems as can aop up
in preachins are illustrated by K Ott. with regard to Matt. 25:31-46 and Ps. 1, in Th• uu,
Hndagg•r 11,ul, Th•olon (cited above, note 20),
pp. 103-105. What I mean by confessional
and systematic tbeolon is indicated on PP. 668
and 669.
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translation. Very few of us are text aitics.
The minimum ought to be, however, that
we will look into problems of text where
the Revised Standard Version has a footnote rendering, or where it differs greatly
from the King James Version or the New
English Bible, or where the new American
Bible Society Greek New Testament text
gives a variant, for example.!!7
Regarding translation, I assume that we
shall at least compare KJV (because many,
often older people still know it), RSV, and
some other freer rendering-NEB (as
a paraphrase), Today's EngUsh Version
( excellent for the inner city), or perhaps
J. B. Phillips or Beck or the Jerusalem
Bible or, to name an oldster for whom
I have inaeasing respect, Moffatt.28
27 The whole area of reference worb for
srudy of the original text is well set forth in
F. W. Danker's volume, M.ul1ipu,pos• Tools for
Bibi• S1ud,,y (St. Louis: Concordia, 1966, second
rev. ed.). Th• Gre•k New T11st11mnl rcferr:ed
to above is that edited by Kurt Aland, Matthew
Black, Bruce M. Metzger, and Allen Wikgreo
for the United Bible Societies (New York:
.American Bible Society, 1966); its double appararus seeks to provide only those variants that
are deemed exegetically
punctuation
significant and those
alternatives in
that va.rious famous
renderings have adopted in the history of umslation. A companion volume of commencary by
Bruce M. Metzger will help the student handle
the evidence oo these passages. The Bible Society has recently published im Greelc rext with
the English tr.lDslation of Tod117's Bnilish VMsion (see note 28) in paiallel columns, under
Eni- 11tul
the title Th• N11w Tesfllm•nl ;,. G,1111/,
(1968).
28 What might be called Ol,nsdU•1s1•
schicht11, the history of how the Bible bu been
rendered into the vemacular, is a branch of
Biblical srudies of particular impomnce
those to
who work primarily with a translated Bible
(most of us!) and who preach on a translated
text. Scandard ueaaneom include P. Kenyon,
O•r B;l,lll ntl 11H A.t1dnl Mt1111UmfJIS (New
York: Oxfo.rd University Piess, 1958, .rev. ed.) :
F. P. Bruce, Th• Bt11lish B;l,lll: A Hu10,, of
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I should hope that pastors might also
sometimes ventw:e their own rendering of
a preaching text for their own situation.
Mezger refers to such translation as "the
backbone of the entire . . . endeavor." 29
Trt111slalions (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1961); in briefer limits, my study, Pot,r
Cen111ries of 1he B1z.glish Bible (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg, 1961); and more recently, Geddes
MacGregor,
• Hislor,
A LJtert1rj
of 1he Bib/a J,ro11J
(Nashville:
the Middle Ages 10 /.he Prese111
Abingdon, 1968). The ]ertualem Bible (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday, 1966), the product
of French Dominican scholarship, has attracted
much interest, but on the literary side one must
ask whether a translation via the French is the
best way of producing an English translation,
and on the critical side whether some of the
notes may not reftect an overly conservative position. In Lutheran circles in particular, The Ne,11
Tesltm1enl in lhe lAng11age of Todt11, by William P. Beck (St. Louis: Concordia, 1963, paperback ed. 1964), has gained a good-size following. Other translations will come and go, e. g.,
the paiaphraselike Version
Colton Pt11ch
of
Pt111l's Bt,islles, by Clarence Jordan (New York:
Association Press, 1968). The rendering made
by Robert Bratcher on the basis of the United
Bible Societies' Greek text (see above, note 27)
for the American Bible Society's centennial, Tod,,,'s English Versi.on of lhe New Testament
("TEV"; New York: Macmillan, 1966), has
had amazing success, especially in its paperback
form, Good. News for lrlodem ltf•n (American
Bible Society).
10 Me:zger (cited above, note 2), p. 166.
Tnnslation, he goes on, is not just "a necessary
evil," but "next to reading, ••. the most difficult
art there is" (pp. 166, 165). One may compare Ott's metaphor of the entire opeiation as
"tnns-ferring" ( "uans-latiog") from one shore
10 another ( see above, note 20). The point is
also emphasized by G. Ebeling: "The very heart
of all exegesis is this business of tianslation, of
making the text understandable by translating
it in10 a language that is intelligible 10 the
hearer" (The Problnn of His1oricil7 in lh•
Chwd, 11t11l lls Proc/,,tfllllio,,, tnns. G. Poley
[Pbilaclelpbia: Fortress, 1967], p. 15). Ebelins
indic:ua (pp.10-31) why tnnslation afresh is
always needed and shows "the theological significance of the act of biblical tnmlation" (p. 18):
( 1) No uanslation can ever be so perfectly
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In this initial work ought to be included
somewhere the word-s111dy melhod,, the
careful analysis of key terms like / ailh or
grace, using resources such as Kittel's
Theological Dic1io11ar1 of the Ne'lo Testanzoni and other works now available.30
I realize that James Barr has raised just
criticisms against certain examples of word
study, but I know no substitute for the
Day
endeavor
of tracing what a term means
through etymology, extra-Biblical usage,
the Old Testament, Septuagint, New Tesadequate as to replace the original; (2) every
translation is itself part of the historical past, !or
languages live and are constantly involved in
change. Hence the history of translation always
permeates our understanding of a text. Those
who are tempted to downgrade Biblical languages in theological education and in the pastor's work ought to look at Ebeling's presenta•
tion on pp. 21 If.; it is precisely on the grounds
of practicality, for the life and praxis of the
church, that he calls for linguistic-historical
study.
so The Theologischss lVl'iirltlf"bucb s•m
Ne11sn Tesl11me111 (Stuttgart, begun in 1933 and
still in process), edited first by Gerhard Kittel
and now by Gerhard Friedrich, is so well known
as to require little comment. Some of its articles
appeared in English as monographs in the series
Bible Key lVl'orJ.s (New York: Harper), and
now six volumes of the entire work have appeared as the Theological Dic1ion11r, of lh• New
Tesldmenl (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964
) • Criticism was leveled against some of the
articles and their methodology by James Barr in
Th• Semt1ntics of Biblical LtnJgNdge (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1961), but Kittel has also been widely imitated, and a recent
study by David Hill, Greek lVl'ords and
Samanlics
Hsbrew
of SotmoMet1,sings: Sttlllies in the
logie.Z Tt1rms (SNTS Monograph Series, Vi
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1968)
seeks 10 reapply the word-study method to selected New Testament terms more carefully than
the Theologie.Z Dicli0"'"1 sometimes does. For
Barr's critique of Hill (whose practice is said to
contradict his theory) and Barr's own "second
thoughts" and clarifications, cf. "Common Sense
and Biblical Language,'' Bibliu, XI.IX ( 1968),
377-87.
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tament developments, and the history-of- glish and other world literatures, is a necreligions evidence, on into the pauistic essary tool for the interpreter.~
church. In the beginning of exegesis, as
4. I group together the well-known and
of John's Gospel, is "the word."
related methods of source, form, antl retlac2. Advancing from what is called 1io11 criticism,33 covering the study of how
"lower" or texntal criticism to "higher the Biblical material was uansmitted orally
criticism," I would next list attention to for a time, then (in many instances) colthe historical silt1a/.io11, out of which the lected together in blocks or units (prepassage under consideration arose. Here sumably written), which in turn served as
would be involved not only general knowl- sources for some editor like the Chronicler
edge of the world of that day ( ''Zeitge- or the evangelists. Granted, many of our
schichte") but also "special inuoduction," conclusions here are mere educated guesses
that is, what we can tell of who authored or at best likely hypotheses when we seek
a given passage, at what date, and above to recover the earlier history of a unit in
all- for these matters of author and date our Scriptures. But there is often, I subare often quite uncertain-how this wit- mit, enough evidence of a linguistic or
ness and writer of Scripture looked on God historical nature to make such exploration
and man and life.31
a nece.ssity. I do not intend to bleed for
3. Next, and of tremendous importance,
32 Most of the hermeneutia cited abcne in
I should place literary matters.
Here I do
note
3 treat the literary devices, though one susnot yet have in mind the forms that the peas that nowadays there is less knowledge of
form critics analyze in order to describe such "tropes" than formerly. For licerary Jaws,
Kuist's Th•s• 1Ylo,ds •Pon Th, Hurl
oral transmission of a unit but rather the Howard
( cited above, note 3) is suggestive; Ruskin's
broader and more basic questions of the "Essay on Composition" (about artistic method
type of book or writing involved, the place in painting) is applied to literatu.n: and the
Bible.
of our unit in the outline of that book,
33 The methods, of course, are dealt with in
and the literary laws of composition and all New Testament introductions, such as those
rhetorical devices and figures of speech mentioned in note 31, and further bibliography
is provided there. On form criticism the worb
that appear in all literature. Literary sen- of
Martin Dibelius and Rulolf Bultmann are
sitivity, sharpened by experience with En- most important; see the forthcoming article ia
a1 We obviously cannot begin to list all the
material available on the world of the New
Testament and on inuoduaory problems. Of
importance, however,
collections
are
of source
materials, like C. K. Bar.rett, Tht1 Nn, Tt1si.mml B•cig,oNflll: S11uct•tl
(New
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1961); survey interpretations of such material, such as Bo R.eicke's
Tht1 Nn, Tt1s1.,,,n,1 Br.: Th• Wo,l,J of 1h11
Bibu from 500 B. C. lo 100 A. D., uans. D. E.

Green (Philadelphia:
an
Fortress,
1968);
and
"BiflUillmg," such as that by VI. G. Kiimmel,
ln1rotl11&1iott lo 1h11 Nn11 Tt1st.,,,.,.,, tram. A. J.
Mattill Jr. (New York: Abingdon, 1966), or
that by MarDen (see above, note 15).
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the Angliu• Tht10lo1iul Rfflflll by William
Doty, surveying the area. For Rdalionsg11schich111, cf. R. H. Stein, ''What Is Redakdomgeschichte?" Jo•,.•l of Bil,/iul Lilnllllln,
LXXXVIII (1969), 45-56; surveys are provided by KlausDoe11mn1S
Koch, Tht1 G,owll, of ll,11 B;l,Uul T,Mlilion: Th• Po,_ C,mul ltf111hotl (New
York: Scribner, 1968), who gives excellent examples, and Joachim Rohde, Rtlllisco,,.,;,,g 1h11
Tt1.chi•g of 1h11 B11•111•lis1s (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1969). The twO volumes appear- P.ras's
1969
ing in
in Porum
Gllius IO B;l,Uul ScholMship promise to be useful: WM 11
Pon11 Crilidsw by Edgar V. McKnighr. and
WIMJ 11 R#lldiot1 ~ by Noamn
Perrin.
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the Q hypothesis, but I think it quite apparent that there was a stratum of mate.rial, chiefly sayings by Jesus, shared by
Matthew and Luke but not found in Mark.
And we can, I think, analyze the structure
of certain types of gospel narratives or sayings and guess at how our ancestors in the
faith were employing them before an evangelist built them in, often at different
points and with varying emphases, in his
gospel book. Most clearly of all, we can
tick off pet phrases of Mark, special emphases of Matthew and the community
behind that gospel, and theological motifs
in Luke.
The importance of such distinctions is
the help they afford us in analyzing a chapter like Mark 4. As conservative an interpreter as Joachim Jeremias points out the
stages of development from Jesus through
the early church to the hand of the evangelist-editor, Mark, in this chapter.34 Clear
traces of the early church and the evangelist are found, and since Professor Jeremias strives mightily to convince us that
the parables themselves go back to Jesus
historically and provide His .psissima 11ox,
we thus have reflections of the historical
ministry, the usage by the early believers,
and the hand of the editor, each making
a wimess about the kingdom of God. We
may dispute this or that precise detail in
the process, but it seems undeniable that
these parables have passed through a process of transmission and preaching some
M Joachim Jeremias, Th• P11r11blas of l•lfls
(New York: Scribner, rev. ed. 1963), pp. 13 f.,
esp. 14, note 11. Eta Linnemann, l•lfll of lh•
P11r11bl.s: lfllr0tl11,1ion ll1Ul Bxf,osilion (New
York: Harper & Row, 1967), pp. 114-19, .re-

a>nsttuas the history of the material somewhat
d.Uferently,because
in pan
she is convinced that
die origioal meaning of the parable is lost.
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40 years, from Jesus' Aramaic to our finished Greek gospel.
Much the same thing can be done for
parts of Acts, the epistles, or the Apocalypse: origin or background, oral usage or
a written source, putting the unit in place
by the Scriptural writer, and occasionally
touches from a later scribe or editorial
band.
It is precisely the disciplines of form,
source, and editorial criticism that enable
us to trace something of the life of a text
as preaching in New Testament times.

•

•

•

5. We have now listed four steps in
a method for moving from the Scripture
to exposition of its meaning for today:
( 1) text and translation; ( 2) historical
setting; ( 3) literary aspects; ( 4) the disciplines that help us trace out how this
tradition or passage unfolded in Biblical
times. The .fifth and .final step is the necessary task of putting all this together and of
asking, ( 5) lP'hat is the meaning of this
,passage? in light of the contents, the concepts involved, and the whole context
( these phrases come from Kaiser's section
in the handbook Exegetical Method 35 ).
How can I summarize the gist of this pericope, true to its contents and what my study
of it has revealed? Not of Saipture in
general or the Gospel as a whole or principles of theology, but what do these verses,
uniquely, out of all the Bible, really say?
It is worth making a separate step, of submitting it to the discipline, of aystallizing
in a few sentences, the meaning of this one
•
•
•
passage.88
BIS

Cited above, note 21, pp. 24 ff.

ao Again, many of the hermeneutical manuals mentioned in note 3 make suB&estioos about
up. The.re a.re S1JBBC5tions that go

111mming
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I have warned you that while I intend Lutherans) is out of step with the bulk
our method to yield the succinct meaning of the New Testament witness, and we
of the particular passage under study, I do may wish to question its preachability
not pretend this can be done in isolation, for us.
In some cases we must go further, paras if only this one patch of Scripture existed. At this point, if it has not entered ticularly with an Old Testament text, and
in previously, I think some attention must try to consider the relation of this passage's
be paid to the relation of the passage under meaning in the face of the whole Bible.
discussion to the rest of the Bible and of . After all, in treating the Old Testament,
later theology. Accordingly, there must be we are Christian exegetes, preparing for
listed in the hermeneutical arch some as- proclamation in the church of Jesus Christ.
pects worth considering, first as regards What shall we then do with promises to
Israel-after-the-flesh or injunctions to offer
Biblical theolog,y.
bulls on Yahweh's altar (Ps. 51:19) or
For a starter: How does this passage fit beatitudes about those who dash Babylointo the book where it is found or into the nian bambinos against the rock (Ps.
corpus of related writings? The chances 137: 9) ? Is such material to be handled
are that any exegesis of Rom. 3: 21-26, e. g., allegorically? typelogically? Is it a past
would pay attention, as it went along, to chapter in the course of Heilsg•schicht•?
the place of these verses in Romans and Or are we so bold as to say this is a dead
in the Pauline corpus. If not, here is some- letter for us? Sometimes the task of exething that needs doing at this point.
gesis may be to tell us how remote and
Futther, there is need to see how this obsolete for us a passage really is! Even
passage fits into the entire Testament where more difficult theologically ( and politiit is found. It may well be that the mes- cally in today's world) is a passage like
8
sage exegesis finds in James 2 or Heb. Gen. 12: 1 ff., on the promise of the land. T
6:4-6 (to take examples famous among
back at least to Bengel, reported in Hailer's article (cited above, note 22), pp. 165 f., on summarizing and "final check-up" (one sentence, on
the central point of reference, asking again about
the specific points of this text, and in relation
to H11ilsg11schich111). There is a helpful discussion and some warnings about the "scope" or
"nerve" of a text in Gunther Roth, "Der Skopus
eines Textes in Predigt und Unterricht," Znlschri/1 fiir Th11ologia •nil Kirch•, LXII ( 1965),
217-29. E. Jiingel warns against making the
summary a Sat repetition of a phrase out of the
Bible in his statement that what is to be
p.reachcd "is, not the text, but what comes to
expression in the text as 'to be preached' " ( dted
above, nore 3), p. 130. Cf. also the essays by
Willi Marxsen, D11r Bx•g•I .ls Thnlog11: Vor-

1r-g11 um Nnn T11s,.,,,.,,, (Giirenlober VerJqshaus Genl Mohn, 1968).
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BT For the significance of the promise of the
land to a sensitive Jewish .reader today, d. A. J.
Heschel, lsrMl: A• Bebo of Bmnil, (New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1969). The
question of the relation between the Old Temment and the New Testament is mo large an
area to treat here
anyin
depth. However, a aooc:l
survey of some of the issues and answen is provided by James Smart in Th• l•ltlrlW•llllio,, of
Sc,ip1Mrt1 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1961),
pp. 65-92, and a penetrating analysis of what
modem commentaries are doing-or failing to
do - is offered by Brevard S. Childs, "Interpietation in Paith: The Theological Responsibilltr
of an Old Testament Commenmy," lt1lff/JNlll1io11, XVIII ( 1964), 432---49. Two standard
collections of essays aie those edited by Oaus
Westermann, genenlly reflecting • Hnls111schich111 position, akin to that of Gerhard 'VOA
Rad, Bssqs
OU T11s1.,,,.,,, H.,_.,,nliu
(Richmond: John Knox, 1963), and Th• 01'

°"
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Finally, I should hope, we shall measure
every passage in the light of the Gospel,

the Good News of God's redeeming work
for us through Jesus Christ.as
It may well be that some of these aspects
are in your mind as you carry out the steps
of the historical-critical method. It may be
Tt1st11mn11 11,ul Chrisli1111 P11ilh: A Tht1ologie11l
Disetmion, ed. Bernard W. Anderson (New
York: Harper & Row, 1963), which includes
more of a Bultmannian viewpoint. See also
James Barr, Oltl 11ntl New i11 I111e,prt1l11tio11:
A S1td-, of 1bt1 Two Tes111me,111 (New York:
Harper & Row, 1966), bibliography included;
and John Bright, The At11hori11 of 1ht1 Old
Tt1shlmen# (Nashville: Abingdon, 1967). "Typology" receives specific attention in a number of
these volumes, e.g., Smart, pp. 93 ff.; Westermann, pp. 17-39; and Barr, pp. 103-148.
But there is a further, extensive, and varied
literature on the theory of "types."
as There is a tendency in some writers to
speak of the "Christ event" in the sense that
"Gospel" is employed above. For example, H.
Ott, in Th• Ld,r Heidegger 11nd Tht1olo11
( cited above, note 20) , pp. 86 f., distinguishes
"Christ event'' and "Gospel" as, respectively,
"the unspoken poem" and the poems that a
poet writes reflecting in each case his basic ( unspoken) poem. The sequence would thus run:
Christ event, gospel of Christ. and then the
gospels according to Matthew, Mark •.• Luther, Calvin, Bultmann. Barth. It is not dear
where Ott would place "kerygma" in such a
sequence (presumably as the equivalent of the
gospel of Christ). We would prefer the distinction, if such a sequence must be presumed,
to be expressed as follows: God revealed in
Christ, the Gospel, the canonical gospels, and
then the gospel witness throughout church history. For Ott. the "systematic" aspect in the
hermeneutical task "consists in looking through
the complexity of what is spoken to the indivisible unity of the unspoken, the subject matter itself that is called upon to be present in all
that is spoken.'' Again, "We preach • • • on a
particular ten'' but "what counts is to preach,
10gether with the tezt and taking up its c::all,
the one and whole gospel" (p. 89). It may
be a matter of the nuance that is given these
words. but is there present a possible overemphasis OD "an etemal gospel" that exists independent
of the cezt?
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that you apply them consciously only after
you work out scientifically what your passage means. My concern is that somewhere
along the line due recognition be given to
such aspects of Biblical theology.

• • •
I use that last term advisedly. We all
know there are really a variety of Biblical
theologies. Redaktionsgoschichte is, in a
sense, especially a means for getting at the
theology of Luke or some other author.30
But it seems to me that there must also
be involved an effort sometimes at a composite picture of what the entire Bible says
theologically, even if we distinguish the
theology of each author or corpus and of
the two testaments as, say, Conzelmann or
Bultmann do, for the Biblical composite
is often quite different, for all its variety,
from the outlook in the Greek world or
the ancient Near East, or of the apostolic
fathers or "modern man."
Finally, I have dared in charting our
hermeneutical arch to allow confessional
and systematic theology a role - indeed, at
the keystone of the arch - for I am convinced that in moving from text to proclamation we are all systematicians of a sort.
The only question is, What kind of logical
dogmaticians or thee-logical thinkers shall
we be-good or bad, open or dosed (even
to the stirrings of the Spirit, through the
text as well as through the church and
world around us) ? to We all run the text
ao See the titles in note 33 above. More specifically, cf. Hans Conzelmann, An Otdlit,• of

ih• Tht1olog1 of 1bt1 NtlW Tt1s""1lnl (New
York: Harper & Row, 1969), esp. pp. 140-52.
40 H. Ott. in his essay ''What Is Systematic
note 20), answen
Theology?" (cited
that it is the "between" that links ezesetlcal
and practical theology; hence, doctrine lifted
out of the "arch" becomes m

abov

undenakins with-
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through some sort of confessional grid,
denominational or personal, or a combination of the two. At the least there is
a "hermeneutical circle," involving the interpreter's end of the arch, stretching from
his presuppositions ( existential or inherited from a confessional seance or derived
from his world view) to the text and, it
is hoped, reshaped by a movement from
the text, as carefully interpreted, back to
his own position. In one way or another,
in other words, . there is theology involved
in exegesis.
No one will dispute it if one says that
Paul and Luke and the Deuteronomist
were theologians (perhaps even systematic

areas

out foundation (pp. 81 f.). But systematic theology also provides supervision over the work
of the exegete, he goes on ( p. 83) , because,
quoting Martin Kiihler, "Surely no one detects
the hidden dogmatician with such sure instinct
as one who is himself a dogmatician." Further,
systematics is directed not to a single text but
at the whole horizon of Biblical texts (p. 86).
In this way Ott forges links and notes differences between the work of the Biblical and the
systematic theologian; " . • . when a text is
heard not only 'historically,' but rather as a text
for preaching • . • , then the path via this 'between' of dogmatics is unavoidable" (p. 103).
In Theolog1 """ Pre11ching (cited above, note
20), pp. 19-28, the continuity and recipiocal
influence between preaching and dogmatics are
fwther indicated: they belong together more
than the Bultmann school allows, for dogmatics
is "preaching to the preacher" ( d. the theses
on pp. 31 f.). To illustrate, how would a Bultmannite, Ott asks, preach on Matt. 10:29 ff.,
since it involves divine providence?
On the Roman Catholic side, a recent ex>llection of essays, all of them originally in Ger.man,
explores the aiea of relationships between these
two
of theology, Dog,,,,.,;, 111. Bibliul
Th•ology, ed. Herbert Vorgrimler (Baltimore:
Helicon, 1964), though the term Hrnu SUS·
gesrs an opposition found in many quarters since
the time of Pietism, when Biblical theology was
championed against dogmatic (systematic, confessional) theology.
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theologians) of a son- at least like Luther, if not like Aquinas.
But I mean more. I am suggesting that
we, the exegetes, all operate with certain
"life commitments." For some, and this is
obviously true in confessional churches,
these are in part spelled out in certain historical documents, like the Lutheran Confessions. For others, the commitments reflect the views of the current theologian or
school by whom the exegete has been influenced. For all of us, these commitments
derive from our view of life and the questions about our own existence that lurk in
our minds as we pore over a text.
Much could be said about all these areas.
I confine myself to elements from the Lutheran tradition that are significant for the
exegete today. Ralph A. Bohlmann has
recently attempted to elucidate the Prin-

ci,ples of Biblical In1s,pre1t11ion in lhB
Confsssions.n I list three from
our heritage that seem to me extremely
LNlhe,an

important to sustain today-without comment, all of them well known and subject
to much current discussion:
the canon within the canoo;42

n Sr. louis: Concordia, 1968. The discussion by Bohlmann ( oa which d. H. Hummel,
'The Bible and the Confessions," m.loK, VDI
[Winter, 1969], 51-5') of the confessioaal
stress on the Bible and the enunciation of principles found in the Confessions oaly besins 10
explore the meaaias of these maaers for toda7,
however. Note the examples given by Edmund
Schlink where coacemporary ezesesis raises questions about and for the Biblical iaterpfflations
in the Confessions (Th.aloa of In LIIIHrtlll
Co•f•ssions [Philadelphia: Portre11, 1961], pp.
297-317).
42 On ''Kanoasseschichte,'' d. \V. G. Kiimmel, l•lrod•elio• (aoa:d above, note 31), S 37,
and 'The Coatiauias Sipmcaace of Luther's
Prefaces 10 the New Tenament,'' CoNCXW>JA

XXXVll ( 1966),
573-81, Kurt Aland, Tb• P,ol,ln, of 1h. NT

THEOLOGICAL .MON1HLY,
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a theology of the cross, in contrast to one

of glory;
and the proper distinaion of Law and
Gospel-without using this differentiation to ride roughshod over the text,
and with an awareness that Gobol is not
Gt1st1l%.'8

In applying all these suggestions meth-

odologically to a text, let me repeat, I do
not insist they all be taken up mechanically
in every instance and each be given equal
Ctmo• (Conlt1mt,or11ry S111dit1s in Theolog1, II;
I.oodon: Mowbray, 1962). Ernst Kasemann,
•The Canon of the New Testament and the
Unity of the Church," in Ess111s on NewT e st11mffll Themes (Sl•tlies
, Biblical
in Theolo
&1
XLI; I.ondon: SCM, 1964), pp. 95-107. G.
Ebeling, Th• P~obltJm of His1orici11 (cited
above, note 29) 1 pp. 35-80, especially 61 ff.
W. Joest, ..Die Prage des Kanons in der heutigen heissl
evangelischen
W Theologie.'' in
.s
A.tult1g11ng Jer Heiliger, Schri/li> (Regensburg:
Puster, 1966) 1 and "Erwiigungen zur kanonischen Bedeutuag des Neuen Testaments,"
Kff1gm. •ntl Dogm11, XII (1966) 1 27-47. It
is significant that Ott grants that we need not
put all pans of Scripture on the same level,
while speaking of the canon as "the linguistic
room," the "linguistic net of co-ordinates" in
which the church resides, the "totality of texts
• • • given to the church as the primary attestation of its subject matter"
LIiier(The
HeiJt1gge,
,mJ, Theology [cited above, note 20] 1 p. 86).
,a On Law and Gospel, beyond the wellknown writings of Luther and those in the
later Lutheran tradition, e.g. C. P. W. Walther,
Tht1 P~per Dislmcliotl Bt11U1em UIUI 11t1tl Gost,.l (St. Louis: Concordia, 1928) 1 cf. Paul Althaus, Tht1 DmN Comm.nil: A. Nt1111 Perst,e&lin Oft Ldw atl Gospel, and Werner Elert, U1U1
,nul Gost,11l1 both in Facet Books, Social Ethics
Series (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1966 and 19671
respectively); and G. Ebeling, in Word ,mil
Pllilh (cited above, note 20) 1 pp. 62-781
247-811 and 386-406. In this issue, H. Ott
is less willing to commit himself in Tht1 Llll11,
HnJa,iw ,nul Tht10logy ( cited above, note 20) 1
p. 95, n. 1, and pp. 70-76; but cf. his Th11olog1
atl Prtltldm,g (cited above, note 20) 1 pp. 29 f.,
and the iemarks bJ C. B. Braaten ( cited above,
note 4), p. 143.
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time. Sometimes some steps must be
omitted. They can be reshuffled. But they
are items that deserve a place again and
again in interpreting a text.
Finally, let it be noted, I have not tried
to structure in the role of the Holy Ghost
or of believing prayer, but I would regard
these also as a part of the exegete's stance
and expectation.44

•

•

II
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Ideally we ought now to apply the
method we have sketched to a series of
texts. H ere we shall be able to choose
just one example, a parable, and for
reasons of space limitations we shall omit
some of the steps at that, in order to pose
a closing question. It is with one eye on
"1 Again, the literature is more extensive
rhan we can do justice to here on the Spirit and
interpretation. Cf. J. Smarr, Tha Intarpro111tion
of Scrip1u,11 (cited above, note 37), pp. 160 to
196, for an introduction. The remarks of A. C.
Piepkorn, "What Does •1nerrancy' Mean?" CONCORDIA THEOLOGICAL MONTHLY, XXXVI
(1965) 1 577-93 1 touch on an aspect of concern to some. E. Jiiogel's proposition is a
healthy reminder: "Hermeneutics is ••• no
competitor, but a diligent servant of the Holy
Spirit" (cited above, note 3) 1 p. 128. But such
a relationship should not be perverted into a
view where the validity of the exegesis is made
to turn on the supposed sanctification of the
theologian who does the exegesis, as Rudolf
Bohren, "Die Krise der Predigt als Prage an
die Exegese." seems to do, B11lfflgelische ThoologitJ, XXII ( 1962) 1 66-92. Bultmann's comment is worth pondering: '"That prayer is the
prerequisite for exegesis which is true to its
contents • • • is as correct- and as false - as
the statement that it is the prerequisite for
every decent job" ( Gld11bm .,.,l V nst•hn,
l 1 p. 1271 note 2. Eng. tr. bJ Louise P. Smith,
ed. by R. W. Punk, Plli1h ntl Untl11rslll1Uli11g l
[New York: Harper & Row, 1969], p. 158,
note 11).
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this particular question that we shall do
our exegesis, the other eye on the space
limits to any presentation here, some of
the exegetical paragraphs and footnote
references serving to compensate for the
lack of fuller discussion.
The parable of the Marriage Feast in
Matt 22, or the Great Supper in Luke 14,
appears twice in our church year selections,
as the Gospel for Trinity 20 and Trinity 2
respectively, almost begging us to preach
once on the Matthean form and once on
the Lucan. For comparison's sake there is
also now extant a version in the Gospel of
Thomas. Most commentators are convinced
a common parable stands behind the Lucan
version and the opening part of Matt. 22,
vv. 1-10.415 But each synoptic version has
its own features, and we must ask what the
4G That one parable stands behind the Matthean and Lucan versions is assumed by such
commentators on the parables as Julicher, Schlatter, Jeremias, G. Bornkamm, Linnemann, and
Eichholz. Th. z.ahn argued that separate parables stood behind each gospel version. For
literature on this particular parable see:
HUNTER, A. M. lnte,Proling th• P11r11blt1s.
Philadelphia: Westminster, 1961. Pp. 55 to
57 (treated under "the grace of the kingdom") el f)111sim.
JBREMIAS, JOACHIM. Tht1 P11,11b/es of ]esrn.
London: SCM, 1954; rev. ed., Scribner, 1963
(paperback ed. available), pp. (rev. ed.)
44---45 (on how the church used parables
in a hortatory way), 63-66 ( on how the
church adapted parables co its missionary
situation), 67--69 (how the church alleaor.ized parables), 176-80 (verse-by-verse detail, Ztlilgt1sehi&htt1; under the aspect of Jesus'
message "It may be to0 late"), and 187--90
(on "The Guest Without a Wedding Garment," Matt. 22:11-13).
- -. Rt1dise011ning 1h• p.,11l,lt1s. New York:
Scribner, 1966. A simplified version _for laymen, omittins much technical material. Pp.
33-34, 50-53, 5,---57, 138--42, and 148
to 150.
LINNBMANN, ETA. J•uu of IH P•11blt1s: l•
lroll11&1iott ,wl B:tf)osilio•. New York:
Harper & !low, 1967. (British ed., p.,uJ.s
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message and intent of each is, and perhaps
then the meaning of any basic parable
lying behind them both.
Textually there are no real problems.
The translation here provided is basically
RSV, made more literal at points and
placed in parallel columns in order to facilitate comparison. (See pages 672-73)
We shall not take space here for derailed
word studies, but one ought to be aware of
what the "kingdom of God" (Luke 14: 15)
or "kingdom of heaven" (Matt. 22:2)
means in the synoptics - God's reign or
rule - and of the Old Testament apocaof Jes11s, SPCK, 1966). Pp. 88-96 plus
notes.
FUNK, ROBERT W. C..11gtu1ge, H.,mMl#lie,
antl Wo,tl of Gotl. New York: Halper &
Row, 1966. Pp. 163-98 (includes some
theses on the interpretation of parables in
general, growing out of treatment of this
parable).
EICHHOLZ, GEORG. I!i11fiihr#tig ;,, d;. Gui&h·
,,;sse. Bibliseh•
XXXVIL Neukirchen-Vluyo, 1963. Pp. 54-76.
BoRNKAMM, GUENTHER. ]t11111 of NIIIUrlth.
New York: Harper & Row, 1961. P. 18
( uses it as the example of how Matthew aud
Luke "cootemporize" Jesus' parables).

s,.J;,,.,

Additional standard
parables:litenture on
JUEUOIER, ADOLP.

Di• Gwlnus,__,, J•n,.

1888-99. Never uanslarcd.
DODD, C. H. Th• p.,.1,1.s of lh• Kiagtloa.
New York: Scribner, 1935i reY. ed., 1961.
SMITH, Qwu.ES W. P. Tb. ]mu of lhtl P••
blt1s. Philadelphia: Westmimrer, 1948.
JONES, G. V. Th• Ari IIIUl Tntlh of lh• p.,..
l,ln. London: SPCK, 1964.
VIA DAN Ono, JL Tb. P11,11bla: Thw Lim;,, 11d Bxistnlittl D;tMfUio,,_ Philaclelphia:
Fortress, 1967. Pp. 128-32 (on Matt. 22:
11-14 only).
BULTMANN, RUDOLP. Th• Hislor, of th• s,,,_
ofJm Tr.Ji1kn,. New York: Harper & !low,
1963. Pp.166-20,. (Eng. ams. of German orisinaUY published 1920).
Puau,•EINST. SIIIJin of 1M Hislon&tll ]mu.
Sld#J;,, s;l,Jiul Thnloa, XLD. Loodoo:
~ ' Mil11N R Prodt,i.,;,,I lhtl
p.,.J,l.s. St. I.ouil: Coamrdia, 1963.
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Mdw 22:1-14
(Trinity 20)
1 And Jesus, amwerins, spoke qain
u, them in parables, •Yins,
1 "The kinsdom of heaven may be compued u, a man, a kins, who gave a marriqe feast for his son 8 and sent his
servants u, call those who had been invited u, the marriqe feast;
but they would not come.
'Again he sent other servants sayins,
Tell those who are invited: ''Behold,
I have prepared my dinner, my oxen
and fat calves are killed, and all is
ieady; come to the marriqe feast." '
11 But they, makins light of it, went off,
one to his farm, another to his business,
1 and the rest, seizins his servants,
treated them shamefully and killed

them.

LI,/,, 14:1'-24

(Trinity 2)
10 And

he Uesus] said to him [a

table companion]:
"Some man gave a great banquet and
invited many,
17 and sent his servant at the time of
the banquet to say to those who had
been invited, 'Come, for all is now
ready.' 18 And they all began all at once
to make excuses.

The first said to him, 'I have bought
a fa.rm, and I must go out to see it; I
pray you, have me excused.'
10 And anoth~r said, 'I have bought five
yoke of oxen, and I am going to examine them; I pray you, have me excused.' 28 And another said. 'I have just
been married, and for this reason I cannot come.' 21 And the servant, coming,
reported these things to his master.

Gos,P•l of ThomtU 64
(Aland; 65, Grant-Schoedel)
Jesus said,

"A man had guests, and when he prepared the banquet he sent his servant to
invite the guests. He went to the first,
he said to him, 'My master invites you.'
He said, 'I have money [due] from
merchants; they will come to me this
evening; I will go and give them instructions. I pray to be excused from
the banquet.' He went to another, he
said to him, 'My master has invited you.'
He said to him, 'I have bought a house,
and it requires a day's attention; I shall
have no leisure.' He came to another,
he said to him, 'My master invites you.'
He said to him, 'My friend will celebrate his wedding, and I am to direct
the banquet; I shall not be able to
come. I pray to be excused from the
banquet.' He came to another, he said
to him, 'My master invites you.' He said
to him, 'I have bought a village; I go to
collect the rent; I shall not be able to
come. I pray to be excused.' The servant came, he said to his muter, Those
whom you invited to the banquet have

I
en

~

I
~

b:S

~
~

~

cJt,
~

given excuses.'
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., The

king was

angry, and sending his

troops, he destroyed those murderers and
burned their city. 8 Then he says to his
servants, 'The wedding feast is ready,
but those invited were not worthy. 8 Go
therefore to the thoroughfares, and as
many as you find invite to the marriage
feast.'

those servants, going out into
the streets, gathered together all whom
they found, both bad and good [cf. 5:45,
13:24-30].
And the wedding [hall] was filled with
guests.

10 And

11 "But

Then the householder, angered,

The master

said to his servant:

said to his servant,

'Go quickly to the streets and lanes of
the city, and the poor and maimed and
blind and lame bring here.' 22 And the
servant said, 'Master, what you commanded has been done, and still there
is place. 28 And the master said to the
servant: 'Go out into the highways and
hedges, and urge (them) forcefully to
come in, that my house m,!ly be filled.
H For I say to you that none of those
men who were invited shall taste my
banquet.'"

'Go out into the streets,
bring those whom you will find,

the king. when he came in

to see the guests, saw there a man who
was not wearing a wedding garment,
12 and be says to him: 'Friend, how did
you come in here when you did not
have a wedding garment?' But he was
speechless. 11 Then the king said to the
attendants: 'Bind him hand and foot.
cast him out into the outer darkness;
there will be weeping and pashing of
teeth' [cf.8:12].
Por many are called but few chosen"
[Cf. 20:16, 19:30, Mark 10:31, and
Luke 13:30].

I~

z
so that they may banquet.
The buyers and the merchants [will] not
[come] into the places of the Father.

~
~
~

!
a
~
t,

~

=

(The pusase appears in Gost,el P11rtdlals
Huck-Lietzmann, sections 170 and 205;
in Aland's Greek synopsis. no. 279; in Sparks' synopsis based on the ERV, no. 203.)

~

~

Uol
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Hunter provides a very readable summary
for the more general reader, often reflecting Jeremias• .findings. Miss Linnemann·s
book offers notes on teaching the parables
in German school instruction by teachers
of religion; it is a revision of her doctoral
dissertation, originally published with the
aid of the Church of Hannover. Robert
Funk•s book, perhaps the best and most
penetrating American work on the new
hermeneutic, treats this particular parable
as an example.
The context differs markedly in each
Gospel, as a summary at the bottom of this
page makes clear. Luke has used the parable in his Samaritan section in a unit
about banquets, introducing it at 14: 15
with a beatitude unique to Luke: "Blessed
is he who shall eat bread in the kingdom
,o For details on the authors mentioned here, of God." Jesus replies with a parable about
see note 45.
a great supper.
LUKB-in a section of "111ble-111lk" at the house of a "ruler who belonged
to the Pharisees" (14:1-24, a "Lucan symposium" or "table-scene"),
within his ''Tr1111el or S"1'11t1rilttn section" (9:51-18: 15). Note references to "banquet" (14:1, 8, 12, 15, 16, 24).
L source
14:1-6 Healing of a man with dropsy; Sabbath controversy
14:7-14 Teaching on humility:
L
- for guests at banquets ( vv. 7-11)
-for the host at a banquet (vv. 12-14)
L
14:lj-24 Parable of the Great Supper, inuoduced by a "beatitude" spoken L+Q
by a table companion: "Blessed is he who shall eat bread in the kingdom of God!"
MA7THBW-in a series of conlro11tlf's, stories in ]t1r#sttlnn, during Passion
week:
As in Mark
21:1-22 Jesus enters Jerusalem. cleanses the temple, curses the fig uee
21:23-27 Question about authority from the chief priests and elders: "By Mark
what authority are You doing these thinss?"
M
21:28-32 Parable of the Two Sons
21 :33-36 Parable of the Wicked Tenants (Husbandmen)
Mark+ M ·
22:1-14 Double parable of the Marriage Feast
Q+M
22:lj-22 Question of tribute to Caesar (posed by Pharisees, Herodians). Mark
Matthew thus develops the conflict settins
Markin
and heightens it by
use of a series of parables; Matt. 22: 1-14 is the last in this series, directed
apparently apinst the priests in Jerusalem ( 21 :23, 45).
lyptic background for the hope concerning
a messianic banquet or eschatological feast
that flourished in some circles in Jesus· da)'·
We can also spare ourselves here any
detailed discussion of the background of
Matthews Gospel or Luke•s. We shall assume that they both appeared late in the
first Christian century, after Mark, but employing additional material about Jesus,
and each with distinctive emphases as it set
forth the Gospel of Christ. W c likewise
shall skip over detailed discussion about
the parable form; there is ample literature
providing introduction to that topic:10
Jeremias• books are especially good on contemporary details, if you want to know
how many hectares of land the man owned
who bought the five yoke of oxen. A. M.
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In MatthewI on the other hand, the parable is set in Jerusalem, much later in
Jesus' ministry, as the last of a series of
parables reffeaing conffict with opponents
in Jerusalem, the priests. Matthew alone
adds a strange closing section, vv.11-14,
about a guest at the wedding feast that
Jesus describes, a guest who is expelled
because he has no wedding garment.
St,r11ctMall1 what each evangelist pro-

L

vides can be easily charted. See chart at
bottom of page. Each evangelist provides
his own setting for a seemingly common
parable about a feast, and Matthew adds
what amounts to a second parable (vv.
11-13) and a closing comment or "tag
line": "Many are called, but few chosen."
The contents can next be outlined, to
show agreements and differences. See outline below chart below.
Matthew 22

Luke 14
v. 15

675

BeariNde used br
Luke IIS IClting

v.l, brief rcdactional link, "And
Jesus spoke to them ia parabtcs.•

vv.16-24

qaia

VY.2•10

"Q,"' but :app.u endJreworked
by each evangelist

-Note chanse ia word for "se"mts•
do11loi, "VY. 3, 4, 6, S. 10; di41:o•oi,

v.u.

w.11-13, Manbcw :adds a funber JIU•
able, on an unwonhJ guesr, M
v. 14, a M:anhm.a "ras•liac•

Luke 14

Matthew 22

1. a great banquet (tlcipnon mega. v.16)
2. a man (anthro,Pos tis, v. 16)
3. begins directly with the story

1. a marriage feast (g11mo111, v.1)
2. a king (11nthrot,o b111ihi, v. 1)
3. employs the formula, ''The kingdom of
heaven may be compared to ••••"
4. sends servanu (pL, v. 3)

4. sends one servant to summon guests (v.
17)
5. Those invited make excuses (vv.18-20)
- farm, oxen, marriage

6.--7. the householder is angry ( v. 21 )
8.---

9. He sends the servant (sing.) out in the
" ' ' to gather the poor, maimed, blind,
lame (v.21)
10. There is still room, the servant is sent
further into highw11,s and h•tlgas, to
ursently invite people in (see Jeremias,
P•11bus, tt!'I. ed., p. 177. OD "compel")
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5. those invited "would not come" (v. 3)

6. sends other servanu (v.4), those invited make lisht of it (v. 5), and "the
7.
8.

9.
10.

rest'' kill his servants (v. 6)
the king is angry (v. 7)
he sends troops to bum "the city of the
murderers" ( v. 7)
he sends his servanu into the lhoro•1hf11rn to invite as many as they find
(v. 9), the first people they find
the servanu ptber as guescs all whom
they find, ''both bad and good" (v.10)
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We can readily account for some of the
changes in the Matthean version: since the
man giving the feast is a king, he must
have servanu (plural), not just one servant who summons the guests. Since Matthew will go on to tell of a guest who has
no wedding garment, he calls the banquet
"a marriage feast" for the king's son from
the outset.-n
The biggest difference is at Matthew,
vv. 6-7. Luke has no parallel to this idea
that those invited not only make light of
the dinner invitation but also kill the
servants- and then the grisly detail that
the angered king sends his troops to burn
the city of the murderers. Odd behavior
for declining an invitation to a marriage
feast, as odd as it will be in vv.12-13 when
the king has a guest expelled, bound hand
and foot, into "outer darkness" - just because the man lacks a wedding garmenteven though, presumably, he has come in
off the streets of a burning city!
It begins to dawn on us that we are not
in the everyday world of reality, and we
sense, as many a commentator has, that
there is allegory in our Matthean parable.
Presumably, the Matthean additions in
vv. 6-7 reflect the fall of Jerusalem in
On the Matthean version of the parable,
volume on Matthew by Borobmm, Gerhard Barth, and H. J.
Held, TrMlui011 lfflll lnlff#W•llllion ;,. M,lllbftll
{Philadelphia: Westminster, 1963), pp. 20 f.;
and Punk (cited above, note 45), pp.169 f. It
is argued by K. H. Rengstorf, ''Die Stadt der
Morder (Mt22:7)," in J""nl•m, Urehrislm,.,,,, Kweh• (Pestsehrift for J. Jeremias; Bnh•/1
ZNW, XXVI; Berlin, 1960), pp.106-29, that
an qe-old
of description, characteristic of folklore, lies behind v. 7 rather than
a rcuospcctive .reference to the fall of Jerusalem, but most exe,eres have not been convinced that the details aie to be traced back to
such a literary convention and therefore possibly to the historical Jesus.
"7

cl. Gunther Bomkamm,
the in
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A. D. 70, when the "murderers" who had
refused God's invitation to the Messianic
wedding feast had their city burned. God
is thus the king; those invited, Jewish
Israel. Allegory along history-of-salvation
lines appears wben we see how Matthew's
threefold sending of servants with invitations to come parallels the course of God's
dealings with men: v. 3, these servants represent the Old Testament prophets, sent to
Israel, but the people of Israel "would not";
vv.4-7, the "other servants" are the Christian apostles and missionaries sent by Matthew's church to the Jews, between A. D.
30 and 70, but seized, shamefully treated,
and killed ( unless one wants to see here
tbe former and the latter prophets of the
Old Testament period; cf. Matt. 21: 34-36,
the Wicked Husbandmen); v. 8, the king
now concludes that those originally invited
were not worthy, and their city is burnt;
vv. 9 ff., the servants are sent out into the
thoroughfares, for all men - the Gentile
mission. That "both bad and good" are
brought in through such a mission is characteristic of Matthew's view of the church:
it is a corfms ,pennix1t1m - not a sect consisting only of saints, in a rigorist view of
the church-but a community where bad
weeds and good seed grow together until
God makes the Final Judgment (cf. 13:
36-43, Matthew's interpretation of the
Wheat and Tares). We have a touch here
of Matthew's ecclesiology and eschatology
(cf. G. Bornkamm).
That is not all, however, in Matthew's
Oriental
piaure
ofmanner
salvation history. While he
depicts a church where all were invited and
could enter, via baptism, into the ''wedding
hall" (v.10), Matthew was insistent that
Christians match their lives to their profession and bring forth much fruit. Men
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are not to judge their brothers, but God
will. That is the point of vv.11-13: God
will one day judge; those who do not measure up will stand condemned. I do not
claim to know exactly what the "wedding
garment" was in Matthew's thought Jeremias argues that it referred to justification and imputed righteousness ( Is. 61:
10), but others doubt the interpretation.48
We can also leave unsettled whether a parable t0ld by the rabbis stands behind Matt.
22: 11-13.48 What is clear is that Matthew
is presenting in his double parable an allegory that stretches from the Old Testament
prophets to the Last Judgment. It rebukes
Israel, it justifies the Gentile mission, it
also warns lax Christians of their responsibility before God.
A summary might be attempted along
4.8 Jeremias, P11,11bles, rev. ed. (cited above,
note 45), p. 189; Miss Linnemann (cited above,
note 45) discusses and rejects the interpretation
on p. 168, note 23.
40 Such a .rabbinic parable is assumed as
background by Jeremias, P11,11blt1s, rev. ed. (cited
above, note 45), p. 188, and H. D. A. Major,
T. W. Manson, and C. J. Wright, Tht1 Mission
11nd Mt1ssagt1 of Jestt-s (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1938), p. 518. The parable (Sh11bb. 153 11)
is attributed to Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai (who
died A. D. 80) and runs thus: "Like a king
who invited his servants to a feast, and did not
specify a time for them. The astute ones among
them adorned themselves and sat at the gate of
the palace. They said, 'There is no lack in the
palace' [hence the feast might begin at any
time]. The foolish ones among them went to
their work. They said, 'Is there ever a feast with
preparation?' [hence it will not occur immediately]. Suddenly the king asked for his servants.
The astute ones among them came into his presence as they were, adorned; and the foolish ones
came into his presence as they were, dirty. The
king was pleased with the astute ones and angry
with the foolish ones. He said, 'let those who
adorned themselves for the feast sit down and
eat and drink. Let those who did not adorn
themselves for the feast stand and look on.' "
The point: always repent and be ready.
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the following lines for Matthew's version.
In a parable directed against Jesus' Jewish
opponents in Jerusalem, it is described, in
an allegorical way, how those who had
been called rejected God's invitation, with
the result that punishment ensued and the
Gentile mission followed; but those now
invited must still be clad in the wedding
garment, else judgment will overtake them
also. The passage is thus an allegory on
the history of salvation.

• • •
Luke's parable of the Great Supper can
be treated more briefly. Luke uses it in the
setting of a complex of banquet stories to
reinforce what he has had Jesus teaching
at 14: 13, about how the host at a feast
should invite the poor, the maimed, the
lame, and the blind. He even works those
phrases into the parable itself at 14:21,
where Matthew did not have such a reference.
There are other notes of Lucan redaction, touches of his editorial hand. Jeremias
calls attention to the double invitation that
emerges: first, v. 21, the servant is sent
into the city ( the city of God? Israel);
then, after the refusal of those first invited,
he is sent to all men ( vv. 22-23), to the
beggars outside, initially in the streets and
lanes of the city ( v. 22), and then in the
highways and hedges ( v. 23). This twicerepeated invitation Jeremias regards as a
touch from the early church, di!eriog from
Jesus' own view that the Gentiles would be
brought in only by God's own eschatological action, not His own minisuy.ao
&O Jeremiu, p.,.1,J.s, rev. ed. (cited abaft,
note 45) , p. 64. The position depends on Jeremias' claim, advaoa:c:I in Jnlll' ProtlW• lo "1•
N111ions (S1.Jils ;,, B;l,liettl Tb«Jloa, XXIV,
london: SCM, 1958), that Jesus Himself nowhere envisioned His ministry as beiaa directed
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We can try to sum up the meaning of
the Lucan parable, though recognizing that
it was not necessarily Jesus' own original
point in the story He told about a great
banquet. In Luke, the purpose is to illustrate the warning of 14: 12-14, on inviting
the poor - one should be like the best in
the pamble who invited the poor, not the
rich. However, such a meaning, Jeremias
especially argues, represents a shift from
the original eschatological thrust of the
story to a hortatory one and re.Beets Luke's
interest in "the poor."

• • •
Can we now move back behind Luke

and Matthew to an earlier meaning, perchance to what Jesus meant when He told
a pamble about a banquet during His ministry, before Good Friday? Many commentators have tried. Theolog1
Funk, for example, has suggested a basic
outline that underlies both our canonical
forms.11 The structure of the pamble, reduced to its barest dimensions, would run:
L Inuoduction
Aman
b. gives a banquet,

L

c. inviting those (socially) worthy.
IL Development and Crisis
L The banquet is ready.
b. He sends his servant with a courtesy
reminder (Jerusalem custom; Luke,
once; Matthew, twice).
c. The guests refuse to come or offer
excuses, go off on pretexts (Luke,
three excuses; Matthew, two pretexts

---to the conversion of the Gentiles but expeaed
hat

to lake place in the future as a iesult of
God's eschatological action, as certain Old Testament pemga foresaw.
11 1..o.-,., HtmMnnlk, lltlll Wonl of
Gotl (died above, a. 45), pp. 165 f.
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and the response of "the rest";
Thomas, four excuses).
III. Denouement
a. The man is wroth.
b. He invites those (socially) unworthy
(Matthew, once; Luke, twice).
c. The table is filled.
d. There is judgment on those originally
invited. ( In III, Thomas has only
band d.)

I omit from any discussion here possible
later developments in the version found in
Thomas 62 and the possibility, raised by
Jeremias, that Jesus employed a Jewish
story in telling about the banquet feast.63
There are a number of suggestions in
the commentators as to what the meaning
of the basic, original parable may have
12 Cf. H. Montefiore and H. E. W. Turner,
Thomas and tho(Studies
E11,mgolis1s
in Biblie11l
1 XXXV; London: SCM, 1962), especially pp. 61-62, where Montefiore holds the
version in Thomas superior to that in Luke;
B. Gartner, The Theolog1 of 1he Gospel According lo Thomas (New York: Harper, 1961),
pp. 46---48, stresses the gnosticizing themes
that have crept into the parable.
58 Jeremias, Parables, rev. ed. (cited above,
note 45), pp. 178-80, believes that a Jewish
story about a rich tax gatherer named Bar
Ma'jan, .reported at ]. Sanh. 6.23 c, does p.ro'fide a source or analogy for Jesus' parable, a
connection worked out in a dissertation by Jeremias' pupil, W. Salm. Linnemann, pp. 159-62,
note 8, and Eichholz, p. 63 ( both cited above,
note 45) , are less certain about such relevance
of the rabbinic tale. The story in question tells
how the rich tax-gatherer died and was given
a splendid funeral, all the people of the city
stopping work to escort him to his grave, while
a poor scholar died and no one to0k notice of
his burial. Why? Because Bar Ma'jan, though
scarcely a pious man throughout his life, had
done one good deed at his death: he had arranged a banquet for the dty councillors, but
when they did not come, he gave orders that the
poor should be invited to eat it. Jesus, it is
claimed, used this story of the behavior of the
tu-gatherer to illusuate the w.rath and me.rcy
of Goel.
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men who can say only nw;, siml Belllw'
(to use Luther's phrase), though alongside
the theme that we are beggars, there may
G4 Some representative views on the meaning of the original parable are as follows (au- also be a note of warning (so Jeremias)
and a strand of escharology of the "here
thors as cited above, note 45) :
T. W. MANSON, The Mission and Message of and now" variety: Jesus' table fellowship
Jesus, 1938, p. 422: No man can enter the with poor sinners signifies that God's
Kingdom without God's invitation; no one
can remain outside it but by his own de- goodness is at work- now- to the scanliberate choice - those excluded exclude dal of Pharisaic critics.
themselves.
Whether you are convinced or not that
HUNTBR (p. 57, taking the Lucan version as
of the critics has precisely hit the nail
any
original): addressed to the self-deception of
the professedly religious ( like the table com- on the head in summing up Jesus' original
panion): the graee of the kingdom is at message, the possibility remains that the
hand, but you are excluding yourselves.
JEREMIAS: addressed by Jesus to critics and op- parable developed somewhat along the
ponents, to vindicate the Good News against lines indicated in a final chart at the bottheir criticisms. "God's m~"' for sinners"
rnm of this page.
(so Jeremias' earlier treatment, cf. LinneJesus told a parable about a banquet, in
mann, p. 161). Now: "It may be loo late"
(p. 176) for the pious and the theologians; answer probably to critics of His way of
God's joyous banquet is for the poor.
LINNBMANN: "Now is the acceptable time" receiving sinners. Perhaps He employed
(pp. 90 If.). In 14: 15, the Pharisee said, a rabbinic story in shaping His reply.
"Blessed is he who herea/ler shall eat bread After Easter this story from the Lord was
in the kingdom of God," but Jesus teaches,
"Blessed is he who now responds. • . :• Cf. retold but subjea now t0 new influences
p. 91, on how the parable "interlocks" with as the years went by. Now it was addressed
the faa that the table fellowship Jesus is to a different audience, t0 the church
practicing betokens the coming of the kingrather than to aitics outside (like the
dom.
EICHHOLZ (pp. 64 f.): the graee of the invitaPharisees). Now it took on moralistic and
tion, the sovereignty of the mercy of God. allegorical features. Thus it spoke anew to
God's mercy can be forfeited, but God's table
Luke's church and to Matthew's. In particdoes not remain empty.
VIA (p. 132, on Matt. 22:11-14): "One must ular Matthew added a .final section, based
lir,11 apt,,ot,rial•"1 to the situation of grace perhaps on a rabbinical story, and each
• • • • The neglea of the demand resulted in
evangelist gave the parable a particular
losing the gift.''
been.'K Most interpreters make it a message about God's grace in freely accepting
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setting in his gospel book- from which
we seek to preach on it today.

• •

•

It emerges that this parable we have
treated is very much like Proteus, the old
man of the sea, always changing shape.
There is one shape to it when we look at
Luke, with his emphasis on inviting the
poor and outcasts to the banquet. Behind
it may lie a different shape and emphasis
( more shadowy) in Q, and yet another
shape and meaning in Jesus' own lifetime
and ministry prior to the cross -perhaps
a defense of Jesus' table fellowship or His
declaration that God accepts outcasts here
and now. Matthew has given the parable
another shape, allegorical and heilsgeschkhllkh, and in adding a second parable
he sends a shudder of warning down the
back of lax church people.

• • •
Ill
Now to a question in closing. In preaching on this parable, which shape, which
message, which stage in its development
shall we proclaim?
This is a question to which hermeneutics
does not always give attention. Frequently
we just assume that, as our gospels record
it, there are the straight facts from the
ministry of Jesus. Or we sift and pick
among the versions to discover the one
that suits us best. It is the merit of methodical Bible study that we are confronted
with the history of how a pericope has
unfolded or developed. I have attempted
to show here how this parable could speak
with differing meaning in Luke, in Matthew, perhaps in Q, and in Jesus' own
ministry. Which one shall we choose for

proc:l•rn•tion today?
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It is to the credit of The Lutheran
Church - Missouri Synod statement on
"A Lutheran Stance Toward Contemporary
Biblical Studies" that it has raised the
issue. It answers:
The authoritative Word for the church
today is the canonical Word, not precanonical sources, forms, or traditionshowever useful the investigation of these
possibilities may on occasion be for a
clearer understanding of what the canonical text intends to say.GG
While I have found more than a few exegetes who would agree with this judgment GO and I sympathize with much of
this answer- it is canonical Scripture that
is Scripture; many of the precanonical
forms are mere possibilities -1 must confess that I am somewhat restive about
preaching always on parables only in their
Matthean redactional forms or about using
the other gospels only to see Lucan Heilsgeschichte or Mark's Messianic Secret.
:Must we, to take a different sort of example, employ Phil. 2: 6-11 only to teach
humility and unity, not Christology or how
Paul insisted on a theology of the cross?
Are we to employ Paul's epistles only for
his own emphases and not also for echoes
of those who were in Christ before him?
I confess that I for one-though I am
often unpersuaded by the attempts of Jeremias and others to recover the if).msimt1
11ox of Jesus-have the urge sometimes to
want to proclaim the point I think Jesus
meant, about human existence under God,
H "A Lutheran Stance •••" (cited above,
note 9), pp. 9--10, C. 1.
H Cf. the discussion of what exegesis is in
Willi Marxsen, Th• B•ginnings of Chrislolon:
A Sltllly of lls Problnu (Pacet Books, Biblical
Series, XXII; Philadelphia: Pomess, 1969),
pp. Hf.
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and not that which Luke makes moralistically about good manners for dinner
hosts during a poor people's campaign, or
Matthew's emphases on the delay of the
parousia or the Jewish-Christian understanding of Heilsgeschichte.
I have, of course, here sharpened the
issue more than it needs to be, but my own
preference ought to be clear: I prefer to
allow the possibility that proclamation today pick up any of the several stages of
meaning in a text that it had already in
the Bible. Scripture is already a history of
proclamation, a series of interpretations.
Historical scholarship is a tool for uncovering this preaching of the past so that it
can be our proclamation as well. What
the critical method often gives us is several
handles with which to grasp hold of a text.
We ought to feel free to use the handle,
to reflect the facet, which speaks best to
the situation we face in the audience addressed today. All too often systematic
theology and exegetical theology had dog-
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matically insisted on one meaning and one
meaning only in a text, overrigidly. While
the grammatical-historical method ought
to help us discover the meaning the text
intended, the method can be too dogmatic
if it does not open up the series of meanings that that text may have intended at
various stages in its history.
To conclude and repeat: the Bible is
part of, the beginning of, a V erkiJflllj.
g11ngsgeschich1e. It is the normative Word
of God for us-provisionally in the Old
Testament, conclusively in the New. But
already in Scripture we have a history of
preaching, which careful study helps us
unfold. The preacher today is to take one
of these earlier, Biblical stages of proclamation and try to make it Word of God again.
He tries. The Spirit of the Lord, of course,
must add the power that convicts, convinces, turns, and heals, and then builds
up-as He did in the day of Jeremiah,
Jesus, Luke, or Matthew.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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